Welcome to the Security Executive Council Insight.
Our monthly update on SEC projects, resources, initiatives and emerging trends.

From the leading research and advisory firm for security risk mitigation leaders

A Process for Creating a Strategic Master Plan and KPIs
There are a number of elements to consider when creating a strategic master plan for
corporate security. This process will help keep the key items in mind.
Don't miss the example KPIs that can be used to monitor the impact of your strategic
plan >

Making Security's Value More Visible and Measurable
A common goal for security practitioners is leading senior management to an
increased understanding and appreciation of security's contribution. Our resident
expert on measuring and communicating value shares some insight on how to
accomplish this objective in our Faculty Advisor blog.
Here are some ideas you can apply in your organization to make the value you bring
evident to management >

The Essentials of a Physical Security Systems Risk Assessment
This brief guide includes identifying goals, assessing the needs of the business, and
combining the fundamental elements of security into a coherent assessment of risk.
Quickly read on-line or download a copy for later reference >

Site Risk/Threat Assessment Ranking Template
This template was designed to assist security leaders in ranking risk and mitigation
priorities, which is one fundamental part of a comprehensive risk management
strategy.
Download the site risk/threat assessment ranking template here >

In Case You Missed It...
Here are our most popular items from the earlier editions of the Insight Newsletter:

Getting Beyond Compliance-Only Enterprise "List" Management
How do organizations get siloed risk mitigation functions to work together effectively to optimize risk
mitigation? >

Steps to Building an Effective Employee Protection Program
Here are some basic steps every organization should take when considering a people protection
program >

Ensuring Your Security Services Contracts Are in Your Favor
Advice provided includes what you need to make sure goes into contracts and how to review and
audit the contracts you have >

Get insight and the latest information from the leading advisory service for risk managers:
Join our LinkedIn group >
Follow us on Twitter: @SEC_Leaders >
Like us on Facebook >
View our YouTube channel >
Join us on Google+ >
Please let us know your suggestions and comments!
newsletter@secleader.com

We always include an easy to use unsubscribe link within our newsletters and we do not
share our newsletter subscription lists with others.
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